Design Build
BUILD

Energy efficiency from the ground up
Even with a clear energy improvement plan in place, delivering on your
goals requires a diverse team of people to implement projects that will
perform as promised. Our team of energy experts will be with you every
step of the way—from aligning stakeholders with your vision during
pre-construction and managing your project to validate performance, to
project commissioning, quality checks and beyond, you’ll realize results
quicker than you could imagine.
We build the future of clean energy.
With your designs and people ready to go, it’s time for your vision to come to life. No matter the
depth of assistance required, our energy efficiency experts support construction across all phases,
including following up with measurement and verification after the project is fully built.
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Pre-construction
Before we build, we’ll make sure all project stakeholders are fully aligned and
ready to begin. Our Design Build team will assess your facility’s opportunities
and needs, build out a custom project solution, create realistic estimates,
coordinate competitive bidding, and contract for essential equipment and
subcontractor services.

Proven pay backs that protect
our planet

68+ projects
up and running

Project and construction management
We provide you with full turnkey construction and project management,
including ongoing progress meetings and reporting, subcontractor oversight,
quality assurance, commissioning and performance measurements to close
out documentation.

$50M+

Savings persistence
To round out our build portfolio, we offer monitoring-based commissioning
(MBCx) to track the occurrence of performance variances and address their
associated causes to ensure persistent savings at every step of your efficiency
journey.
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Getting the job done, step by step

in total project value

175+ MWh
$11M+

in annual energy savings

$8M+

in total incentives processed
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Analyzing
commercial energy
systems to find new
ways to improve
efficiency.

Providing customtailored designs for
critical systems that
save energy and
money long-term.

Getting to work on
your energy-saving
improvements with
a vendor of your
choice.

Maintaining
and improving
your systems for
commissioning and
even more savings.

We change the way people use energy,
Contact: info@clearesult.com // CLEAResult.com

for businesses

2–5 year pay backs
for most investments

Scan here for more details.

